INCLUDED HARDWARE:

2 Fasteners (Clamp Down Knobs)

2 Machine Screws

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Egan warrants the frame construction and the finish of all its products for normal and reasonable use for a period of five years from the date of invoice. This warranty does not apply to components not manufactured by Egan. No warranties other than those contained herein shall be implied. All decisions of workmanship, failure, misuse, and abuse remain with Egan. Items may only be returned with prepaid shipping, and with Egan's prior written consent. This warranty does not apply to defects resulting from negligence, lack of normal maintenance, or improper cleaning.

REQUIREMENTS:

- Phillips Screw Driver

INSTALLATION

NOTE:
Handle the Tear Bar edges with care.

PICTURE A
1. Unscrew the clamp down knobs and raise the cover to an upright position.

PICTURE B
2. Attach the tearbar to the board using the two machine screws provided. Insert the screws through the predrilled holes in the tearbar, and into the existing threaded fittings in the board. Tighten until snug.

PICTURE C
3. Hang the flipchart on the adjustable Hanger Pins. The pins slide to adjust for hole centres as necessary.
4. Close the cover and secure it by tightening the clamp down knobs.